MediaGrabber
Professional Grade
Video Ripping Systems
Fast, Reliable, Affordable
MediaGrabber Ripstation from MF Digital is
the most advanced commercial Data Disc
Ripper available. Ideal for media companies,
aggregators, video archives and home
installers with a need to migrate DVD or BD
content to server based systems.
Utilizing our range of robotic platforms,
Ripstation MediaGrabber completely
automates the migration progress from DVD
and optionally Blu-ray, automatically, disc
after disc. The advanced MediaGrabber
software extracts to either the original file
structure of the disc, creates a single global
disc image, producing a bit for bit copy of
the original, or produces an encoded file to
H.264. The “KVM” PC built-in solution
means each Ripstation System is preconfigured which results in easy setup
without error - simply connect Keyboard,
Video Monitor and Mouse and begin ripping.
MF Digital offers unique features which other
manufacturers do not. From the moment
you open the box to the last disc of the day,
you can count on Ripstation.

Automation
The entire process is managed
by the MediaGrabber
application for complete hands
off data extraction with a
range of solutions starting at
100 disc PC based solutions to
300 disc fully integrated
designs.

Ripping Accuracy
MediaGrabber incorporates
enhanced error detection and
correction including drive C2,
CRC and multiread modes for
data integrity and also has the
ability to autorun third party
programs for enhanced data
verification.

Powerful Encoding
MediaGrabber can generate
file for file copies, or produce
H.264 format MPEG4 files at
any resolution, plus MKV files.

Integrated metadata
MediaGrabber supports external
XML data and folder jpg images
for flexibility, in addition to
embedded, iTunes compliant
metadata for all MPEG4 formats
including deep data and high
resolution cover art.

Flexible Scripting
The MediaGrabber encoding
engine can be customized for
all video formats (some are
optional) , plus dedicated
workflows. Need an encoder
only dedicated machine?
Configure MediaGrabber to
match your workflow needs.

MediaGrabber – the
industries leading fully
automated Video system for
all media server and playing
platforms.

The MF Digital Family of
DataGrabber System Specifications
Model Number
Drive Configurations
Disc Capacity
Hard Drive Capacity

7601XDP
1
100
N/A

7602
2
300
500GB

7604
4
300
500GB

Speed, Discs Per Hour**
PC Built-In Operation
Auto Loading System
Multi-Drive Data Ripping
BD Option?

15
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

35+
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

55+
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Power Consumption
Dimensions

100-240 Watts
16.5” x 9” x 16.5”

200-248 W
15.3” x 10” x 10.8”
(7604)
7602 36lbs (16kg)

200-248 Watts
22” x 22” x 16”

Weight

(W x H x D)

7601XD 21lbs (9.5kg)

**CD Throughput will vary based on content, settings & master quality. DVD will be slower

7604 38lbs (18kg)

